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ABSTRACT: A complex number of facts owners have moved 

our knowledge for  computers into cloud knowledge processing 

machines. Cloud data owners support to get work done by 

others Documents  in an encrypted form forthe purpose, use of 

secretly keeping safe. as an outcome of thatit is most important 

to undergo growth good at producing an effect of and safe, 

good, ready cipher teaching book look for careful way. one 

questioning is that the relation between Documents 
1
 1 will be 

normally kept secret in the way of process of changing 

knowledge into a secret form, which will lead to Majorlook for 

having no error doing a play degradation 
2
 2. All way in 

theknowledge for knowledge processing machines from cloud 

by using the keyword basedlooking-for. The safe multi-keyword 

position on scale look forfrom the encrypted knowledge for 

knowledge processing machines from the cloud, top-k look for 

hard question for great-sized facts process of changing 

knowledge into a secret form against right not to be public over-

rules, and attempt to make out a good at producing an effect 

ofand safe answer to this hard question. It readily got to 

operationslike take to the current state, take out, thing put in of 

Documents1. Here using tree structure and nebulous 
3
 3 look 

for careful wayfor get back the facts from the cloud. These types 

of techniquesare used to get answer to the hard question of 

keyword making uncertain statement attack. The blowfish 

algorithm 
4
 4 for theprocess of changing knowledge into a 

secret form process. Weoffer a group multi-keyword top-k 

looking-for design based on theidea of division into parts, where 

a group of tree-based lists of words in a book are made for all 

Documents 
1
 1. We group together these methods together into a 

good at producing an effect of and safe way in to house our 

offered top-k likeness look for here to get changed to other form 

statistical 
5
 5 attacks. Themuch testing results on as in true 

living, working facts puts put examples on view of that our way 

in can importantly get well thepower to do of keeping safe the 

right not to be public over-rules,the scalability and the time 

doing work well of questionprocessing over the state-of-the-art 

ways of doing. It can get done sub-linear look for time and the 

look for outcome like anumber of teaching book record acts to 

get back also business agreement with being taken out and 

thing put in of Documents 
1
  readily able to make adjustment  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

    in CG is a struc-ture for knowledge pictures of based the 

encrypted form. one having existence representative design [17] 

attempts to get answer to this hard question in the plaintext but 

whose process of on first tests, reasoning. They are natural, 

simple and fine-grained semantic 
1
 1 pictures to make picture of 

teaching books. A CG is a with limits, connected and bipartite 
2
 2 

graph 
3
 3 [1]. We will give a detail account in part 3. however, its 

hard for making match on CG designing the likeness scores 

always is dependent on the knowledge processing machine and 

out-side knowledge base. Its unlikely to be got money for in the 

encrypted orders of events, the reason is that the cloud knowledge 

processing machine should learn none of solid, special, fact What 

is in our acts to get back. statement, direction [18] proposes a 

design in the encrypted form, but it acts CG homeomorphism 
4
 4 

before encrypting. That means the design is unable to do medical 

operation on the encrypted knowledge for knowledge processing 

machines and does not get money for searchable process of 

changing knowledge into a secret form in the true sense. 

Although our earlier work-place [26] is able to get money for the 

end, purpose of acting (play) look for on CG, its a first and 

intuitive 
5
 5 design which is price high in price and not 

efficient.1) We use with the idea graphs 
6
 6 as a knowledge 

pictures to use for another old and wise keywords and get answer 

to the hard question of privacy-preserving quick, sharp mind 

semantic 
1
 1 look for based on with the idea graphs 

6
 6 over 

encrypted outsourced facts. made a comparison with [26], its 

more safe and efficient.2) We creatively offer a made different 

having an effect equal to the input form of with the idea graphs 
6
 

6 which makes (able to be) measured answers by mathematics on 

with the idea graphs 
6
 6 possible. In a sense, we help not clear 

acts to get back on with the idea graphs 
6
 6 in semantic 

1
 1 

level.3) We present 2 useful designs from different aspects to get 

answer to the hard question of privacy-preserving quick, sharp 

mind semantic 
1
 1 look for based on with the idea graphs 

6
 6 over 

encrypted outsourced facts. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM: 

        keyword-based news given acts to get back, which are 

widely, used on the plaintext facts to the look for from cloud 

knowledge processing machine. A The old and wise way to get 

changed to other form news given loss is knowledge for 

knowledge processing machines process of changing knowledge 

into a secret form. however, this will make server-side facts use 

of, such as looking for on encrypted facts, become a very hard 

work. In the near years, persons making observations have 

offered many cipher teaching book look for designs by making 

into one the science of keeping knowledge safe and secret expert 

ways of art and so on. These methods need of great mass, size 

operations and have high time being complex. In this system have 

great amount of safety issues are there keyword making uncertain 

statement Attack will happened the low knowledge processing 

machine experts can easily uncertain ideas in mind the keyword 

than they can easily taxi our What is in from cloud knowledge 

processing machine. having existence look for system will give 

the outcome only based on the Boolean keyword matching 

system, it means weather it will discover the exactly teaching 

book record name same as the keyword than the teaching book 

record will got back from the knowledge processing machine, it 

used to give any look for outcome for misspelled keywords. And 
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also the having existence look for system never give the outcome 

based on like keywordkeyword-based news given acts to get 

back, which are widely, used on the plaintext facts to the look for 

from cloud computer. A The old and wise way to get changed to 

other form news given loss is knowledge for computers process 

of changing knowledge into a secret form. however, this will 

make server-side facts use of, such as looking for on encrypted 

facts, become a very hard work. In the nearby years, persons 

making observations have offered many cipher teaching book 

look for designs by making into one the science of keeping 

knowledge safe and secret expert ways of art and so on. These 

methods need of great mass, size operations and have high time 

being complex. In this system have great amount of safety issues 

are there keyword making uncertain statement Attack will 

happened the low computer experts can easily uncertain ideas in 

mind the keyword than they can easily taxi our What is in from 

cloud computer. having existence look for system will give the 

outcome only based on the Boolean keyword matching system, it 

means weather it will discover the exactly text record name same 

as the keyword than the text record will got back from the 

computer, it used to give any look for outcome for misspelled 

keywords. And also the having existence look for system never 

give the outcome based on like keyword. 

 

DISADVANTAGES 

       More than one or 2 keyword look for and not clear look for 

have been instrumented separately, a mix of the 2 does not lead to 

a safe and good at producing an effect of multi-keyword not clear 

look for design. The multi-keyword not clear look for over 

encrypted knowledge for computers hard question with user 

knowledge for knowledge processing machines right not to be 

public system of care for trade our works. 

 

OUR WORK 

The having the necessary qualities look for design to 

look for the Documents 
1
 from the cloud computer using multi-

keyword. Here we using the nebulous 
2
 keyword group it will 

make come into existence the all possible misspell keywords. 

looking-for keyword get encrypt and it will check with the group 

of uncommon, noted encrypted the text record name in the cloud 

computer if the keyword will get matched then we make 

connection the nebulous 
2
 keyword group for that one keyword 

and it look for the text record list based on that nebulous 
2
 

keywords, it will get back the records from the cloud computer 

and here we take into account the looking for doing a play in 

addition. much testing results on as in true living, working facts 

puts put examples on view of that our offered move near can 

importantly get well the power to do of keeping safe the right not 

to be public over-rules, the scalability and the time doing work 

well of question processing over the state-of-the-art ways of 

doing. Documents are written record that transmits information 

Continue reading. nebulous mist-like, cloud-like; not clear, 

clouded, dark. Continue reading. 

 

ADVANTAGES 

 It take the keyword access frequencies into account 

when the system generates the ranked list of the 

returning results. 

 The data owner can control the level of query unlink 

ability without sacrificing accuracy and better protect 

data privacy. 

 

Net Beans 7.0.1 
Net seeds used for food is a got mixed together development 

general condition (ide 
1
) for getting greater, stronger, more 

complete primarily with Java, but also with other languages, in 

one php 
2
, C/C++, And html5 It is also an application 

3
 operating 

system framework for Java tabletop applications and others. The 

Net seeds used for food ide 
1
 is written in Java and can run on 

Windows, OS 
4
 X, Linux, Solaris and other flat structures 

supporting an able to exist together JVM. The Net seeds used for 

food flat structure lets applications to be undergone growth from 

a group of unit broken into parts in software 
5
 parts called parts of 

a greater unit. applications 
6
 based on the Net seeds used for food 

flat structure (covering the Net seeds used for food ide 
1
 it-self) 

can be stretched by third group of persons ones that makes The 

Net seeds used for food group hard working supports the product 

and seeks point suggestions from the wider town. Every give out 

is went before by a time for town testing and feedback.Net seeds 

used for food ide 
1
 provides first-class complete support for the 

newest Java technologies and latest Java details as to how a thing 

is to be done things giving greater value to before other ides It is 

the first free ide 
1
 making ready support for JDK 8 sees before, 

Jdk 7, Java EE 7 including its related html5 thing giving greater 

value to and Java FX. With its constantly getting well Java person 

in control of paper, many full of money features and a much 

range of apparatus for making or put right things, example copies 

and examples, Net seeds used for food ide 
1
 puts the quality 

example for getting greater, stronger, more complete with cutting 

edge technologies out of the box. An ide 
1
 is much more than a 

teaching book person in control of paper. The Net seeds used for 

food person in control of paper indents lines, matches words and 

marks used for grouping, and high-lights starting point code 
7
 in a 

way of putting words together and semantically. It also provides 

code 
7
 example copies, coding tips, and refactoring tools. The 

person in control of paper supports many languages from Java, 

C/C++, xml 
8
 and html 

9
, To php 

2
, groovy Java medical man, 

java script 
10

 and JSP. Because the person in control of paper is 

extensible, you can make connection in support for many other 

languages. Keeping a clear over-view of greatly sized 

applications 
6
, with thousands of folders and records, and millions 

of lines of code 
7
, is an overcoming work. Net seeds used for food 

ide 
1
 provides different views of your facts, from number times 

another undertaking Windows to able to help apparatus for 

making or put right things for frame for events up your 

applications and managing them with small amount of money, 

letting you army training down into your facts quickly and 

readily, while giving you versioning apparatus for making or put 

right things via under-hand way of acting against authority, 

Mercurial, and fool joined as complete unit out of the box. When 

new ones that makes join your undertaking, they can get through 

knowledge the structure of your application 
3
 because your code 

7
 

is well-designed. Net seeds used for food provides at rest 

observations apparatus for making or put right things, especially 

joined as complete unit with the widely used get apparatus for 

hearing way, for making out and fixing common problems in Java 

code 
7
. In addition, the Net seeds used for food machine 

processing way to make listings free from errors lets you place 

breakpoints in your starting point code 
7
, join field watches, step 

through your code 
7
, run into ways of doing, take quick-shot and 

guide Execution 
11

 as it takes place. The Net seeds used for food 

Profiler provides expert help for making the most out of your 

application 
3
's rate of motion and memory use, and makes it more 

comfortable to make safe, good, ready and scalable Java Se 
12

, 

Java FX and Java EE applications 
6
. Net seeds used for food ide 

1
 

includes a seeing machine processing way to make listings free 

from errors for Java Se 
12

 applications 
6
, letting you make free 

from errors user 
13

 connections without looking into starting point 

code 
7
. Take gui 

14
 quick-shot of your applications and push key 

on user 
13

 connection elements to jump back into the related 

starting point code 
7
. Net seeds used for food ide 

1
 7.0.1, which 

has full support for the officer give out of the Java flat structure. 
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
 

MODULE EXPLANATIONS: 

Login/New User:  
  In this module, the login development itself has 

lots of security. Usually, the user account name and appropriate 

password of that account are sufficient to do the justification and 

login process, but here some more actions are given to make more 

Upload File: 
  In this module, we want to load the input 

document then read the input document file and want to 

implement the preprocessing to that input file. So that the file 

attached can be processed to the next phases. 

 

Search: 

1. Frequent Search. 
  In this module, we get the non-stop words as 

input and calculate the count of words and find the repeated 

occurrence of each and every word from the non-stop words. 

2. Similarity Search. 
    From the maximum frequents word we find the weight age of 

the each and every word than from the weight age value to going 

to calculate the similarity between the words, based on the 

similarity we going to group the words into clusters. 

3. Linear search: 
  In this module we are going to create search 

regarding the keywords, each cluster has n number of similar 

words as keywords this words we going to find the file for that 

cluster with the help of lexical analysis tool.  

 

Mail alert process: 
  The uploading and downloading process of the 

user is first get the secret key in the corresponding user email id 

and then apply the secret key to encrypted data to send the server 

storage and decrypts it by using his secret key to download the 

corresponding data file in the server storage system’s the secret 

key conversion using the Share Key Gen (SKA, t, m).. 

 

 

 

File Downloading process: 
  File downloading process is to get the 

corresponding secret key to the corresponding file to the user mail 

id and then decrypt the file data. The file downloading process 

decryption key to storage servers such that storage servers 

perform the decryption Operation. And the file is downloaded. 

 From the maximum frequents word we find the weight 

age of the each and every word than from the weight age value to 

going to calculate the similarity between the words, based on the 

similarity we going to group the words into clusters. 

 

CONCLUSION 

A safe multi-keyword position on scale look for design 

over encrypted cloud data, which at the same time supports force 

full bring to the current state operations like being taken out and 

thing put in of Documents 
1
. The cloud computer traverses 

different paths on the list of words in a book, and the knowledge 

for computers user gets different results but with the same high 

level of question accuracies 
2
 in the period. The keyword-based 

look for is such one widely used facts operator in many 

knowledge-base and knowledge acts to get back applications 
3
, 

and its old and wise processing methods can not be directly sent 

in name for to encrypted facts. as an outcome of that, how to 

process such questions over encrypted facts and at the same time 

be responsible for facts right not to be public. Then, in order to 

get well the look for doing work well, we design the group multi-

keyword top-k looking-for design, which makes a division the 

word-book into number times another groups and only needs to 

store In the sense no need to give certain, errorless record place-

name to download the text record, if you are going to give 

greatest point number of time done over again words, that time 

also first form text record will be downloaded in changed back 

into starting form form and size. This helps to support the safety 

of the records in the cloud.  
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